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Project type: /

NJP Table
The fixture provides direct glare-free horizontal light while
reflecting some of the light through the rear of the head,
illuminating the top of the arm. The ergonomic design of
the fixture head shapes the light and gives optimal light
direction. A simple mechanical system provides great
freedom of movement, so the light can always be set in
the ideal position in the workspace. The shade is painted
white on the inside, reflecting comfortable diffused light.

nendo
In 2002 Oki Sato founded nendo design studio. nendo means ’clay’ in Japanese – or more specifically,
modelling clay such as plasticine. A unique material that makes it easy to do creative modelling.

Set location Kanslergade
NJP - Biblioteket Kulturværftet

Design to Shape Light
louispoulsen.com
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Product info
Information

Driver fitted externally on cord. The light has two built-in intensities. The weight includes the base plate. The
innovation of the LED technology is constant. The specifications mentioned are based on present technology.
Mounting

Cord type: Plastic. Cord length: 2m. Switch: On the fixture head. Timer function: 4 hours/8 hours. Table thickness:
Ø10 Pin: 5-35mm. Ø40 Pin: 12-50mm. Clamp: up to 45mm. LED driver: separate, plugs into power outlet. The
light has two built-in intensities.
Finish

White, black, light alu grey or dark alu grey, powder coated.
Materials

Base: Steel. Arms and lamp head: Aluminium. Joints: Anodised aluminium.
Sizes and weights

Width x Height x Length (mm) | 220 x 480 x 480 Max 5,1 kg
Class

Ingress protection IP20. Electric shock protection II w/o ground.
Light source

LED 2700K 10W <br />Lumen: 529
Information

Driver fitted externally on cord. The light has two built-in intensities. The weight includes the base plate. The
innovation of the LED technology is constant. The specifications mentioned are based on present technology.

Product family

NJP Wall

NJP Floor

Product variants
Colour

Mounting

Cable type

Light source

Lumen

Black

BASE

BLK PL

LED 2700K 10W

529

Dark aluminium grey

CLAMP

WHT PL

LED 3000K 10W

550

Light aluminium grey

PIN Ø10

White

PIN Ø40
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Product description
Desk lamp with two degrees of freedom in each hinge/joint
Desk lamp can be ordered with, base, clamp or pin
Pin is 10mm and has counter nut to tighten it.
Clamp can be used on table tops up to 45mm in thickness / 1,8”
Desk lamp dimension and degrees of freedom allowing it to provide deliver illumination in accordance with EN 12464
Light source and diffuser positioned recessed into luminaire head to avoid unwanted glare in screens
Luminaire head should have a minimum of two degrees of freedom
Mechanical mowing parts must be able to be tightened using simple ready available tools such as Allen keys, screwdriver.
Luminaire can be ordered in black or white, powder coated
Easy to clean

Mounting
Simple installation
Power supply can be separated from cable for conduit routing.

Light description
Light distribution from luminaire head is a combination of direct and reflected light. Ensuring soft edges on shadow.
Lumen package delivers illumination in accordance with EN 12264.
Luminaire illuminates itself
Asymmetry light distribution achieved by angle of luminaire head
LED high efficient COB
LED is replaceable
A minimum of 50.000h life on driver and LED.
LED CRI >90
LED CCC of 2700K and 3000K offered
Head functions as heat sink ensuring good heat management
LED dimmable (step dimming)
Programmable timer function. 4h, 8h and Off setting

Design
nendo

Material
Finish is without texture for easy cleaning.
Luminaire constructed in aluminium for durability and heat management. Base constructed in steel for higher mass properties

Weight
Min: 1.221 kg Max: 5.128 kg
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Finish
Black, Dark aluminium grey, Light aluminium grey, White

Spare parts & accessories
Product

Variant number

NJP TABLE BASE WHT

5744164689

NJP TABLE BASE BLK

5744164692

NJP TABLE CLAMP WHT

5744164702

NJP TABLE CLAMP BLK

5744164715

NJP TABLE PIN Ø10

5744164728

ADAPTOR 12V BLK

5744164867

ADAPTOR 12V WHT

5744164870

NJP TABLE PIN Ø40

5744165170

NJP TABLE BASE DARK GREY

5744165798

NJP TABLE BASE LIGHT GREY

5744165808

NJP TABLE CLAMP DARK GREY

5744165811

NJP TABLE CLAMP LIGHT GREY

5744165824

NJP BUSHING PLAST

5744165183
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